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MGHM News!
Matt Gardner Family Celebrates 30 Years of Family
Reunions
On Thursday, June 24, through Sunday, June 27, the Gardner family will
all come together in the historic city
of Franklin, Tennessee, to celebrate
the coming together as family for 30
years. The Embassy Suites will be the
host hotel, and there will be plenty of
family celebrating with food, fun, interesting and informative
tours, events and activities. This year’s theme for the family
reunion is "It's all about the children." The family wants to
make sure that the children know, understand, and retain their
history, heritage, and culture. It is about the children knowing their ancestors and their struggles that have gotten all of
them to where they are today. The weekend will start off on
Friday with tours of historic Belle Meade and Carnton Plantations, where the kids will learn and experience slave life. On
Saturday they will take a bus trip to Elkton, where they will revisit freedom and Reconstruction. They will visit the black
cemetery once known as the African burial ground, Union Hill
Baptist Church, previously a Rosenwald school (the first black
public school in Elkton), and the Matt Gardner Homestead Museum. They will also drive through Elkton's African American
community of Dixontown, and last they will visit St Elizabeth
Primitive Baptist Church built in 1872 where they will have a
sermonet, prayer, song, and scripture directly as it was from the
historic minutes book of the church October 31,1931. On Saturday night the book African Americans of Giles County will debut for the family and Mr. David Currey will present the documentary on Elkton. Saturday night the family will reflect on the
past, rejoice in the present, and look forward to their future.

Released April 19, 2010
African Americans of Giles County

Authored by: Carla J. Jones, Tonya M. Hull, Foreword by Carroll Van
West. Publisher: Arcadia Publishing

The making of African Americans of Giles County has multiple purposes. First, to highlight the early African American accomplishments in Giles County. Second, to enlighten
all about Giles County’s early African Americans’ history
and heritage. Last, the authors hope the book will show
that Giles County history is Tennessee history and Tennessee history is the history of the South, and all of it is
Coming In June 2010
American history. Most importantly, we let the world
know that we, the lineage of the African American ancesA documentary DVD on the town of Elkton during
tors of Giles, are proud of them for their successes and
the Reconstruction Era. The documentary will focus on
accomplishments!
Elkton’s early settlers and history, Matt Gardner and
other African Americans in Elkton during this transitional period . The documentary is being produced by
David Currey of Encore Interpretive Design LLC, Nashville, TN ...www.encorecreative.net

Our Heartfelt CONDOLENCES
To the family of Silver Patron John Vasser,
who passed away on March 16, 2010.

Arcadia Publishing is the leading local history publisher in
the United States, with a catalog of more than 6,000 titles
in print and hundreds of new titles released every year.
Arcadia is best known for its popular Images of America
series, which chronicles the history of communities from
Bangor, Maine, to Manhattan Beach, California. With more
than two hundred vintage black-and-white photographs,
each title celebrates a town or region, bringing to life the
people, places, and events that define the community.

